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Learning to do-ityourself

The UVARC Shack

Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club

Are you good at soldering? Do you know how to analyze an
antenna? Can you install an Anderson or UHF connector? If
so, your skills would have been welcome at our annual DIY
Night. If not, this might have been a good time to pick up a
few skills, with presenters ready to show you how to do them yourself!

In this issue of the UVARC Shack
Club meetings feature guying and
masting, plus our annual DIY
Night. Swap meet photos.
My Shack spotlights W7GPD. Amateurs in Action after Hurricane
Ian. Brass Tacks on inductors and
capacitors.
Dear Annette gives some tower
advice and answers saying roger,
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Club meetings
Recap

October 2022 club meeting ‒ Guying and Masting

Roger Brown AG7YV was our speaker for the October club meeting, and he made a terrific
presentation on proper ways to guy masts, how to lift masts, and how to know when guying is
needed. He also explained about knot tying, guy angle, guy line types and materials, plus safety tips. You can see a recording of the meeting on this link, thanks to Trevor Holyoak AG7GX.

November 2022 club meeting ‒ DIY Night

Spencer NG6K explains the VNA

Curtis N1JDI demonstrates Andersons

The annual DIY Night replaced our November club meeting, and many showed up to either
teach a skill or learn a few. Due to circumstances beyond our control, our meeting had to be
moved to Friday night, and at the Lindon Community Center, so we’re sorry we missed some
who couldn’t make it. Thanks so much to Adam Cowie KI7RED for providing the location.
By the way, many of our past meetings are recorded and posted on the club YouTube channel.
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Utah Valley Swap Meet
In photos
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Utah Valley Swap Meet
In photos
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Doug Bosen, W7GPD
When Doug was a lad of about 7 or 8
years old, he became mesmerized by
watching and listening to his uncle calling CQ on amateur radio. In the 70s, he
got hold of a CB radio, and enjoyed the
social network that technology provided. Once part of the US Coat Guard, he
started operating a marine band radio
for them, learning the protocol and the
operating procedures, and was attracted to the way they organized things on
the air.
It was in the Coast Guard that Doug met
Morris Farmer AD7SR, who introduced
him to amateur radio, but the code requirement scared Doug enough to shy
him away from ham for awhile. When the FCC dropped the code requirement, Doug attended
Morris's amateur radio course, and got his Technician license. After a couple of years, Doug
attended the Extra class by Ron Speirs K7RLS and upgraded to Extra.
Since that class, Doug has spent quite a lot of time on the air, up to a couple of hours a day,
making DX contacts. He's a regular on the daily Beehive Net. Doug has little interest in using
ham radio to serve in parades, marathons, and other events that require aid stations, but he
said he wouldn't mind getting involved in EmComm (emergency communication) some day.
This interest in EmComm was sparked by an incident he heard on the Beehive Net during Field
Day out at Black Hawk, in which various operators were organizing a search for a man near
Green River. They eventually located the man, and this use of radio fascinated Doug.
One day, while mobile and preparing for his check-in on the Beehive
Net, Doug's granddaughter Brielle
said, I want to check in for you,
grandpa! Once Doug was assured
that the little girl could manage the
protocol, he turned the mic over to
her. With a confidence approaching
that of a young adult, little Brielle
said, This is W7GPD. No traffic. To
which, the Net Control station replied, Your voice is changed, Doug,
but I got you checked in. Then Brielle turned to Doug and asked,
Why do we say ”'No traffic” when
there's lots of traffic around us?
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My Shack
continued

Doug’s equipment includes
G5RV-Jr HF antenna
5-BTV HF antenna
Icom IC-7610 transceiver
Ameritron ALS-1306 1.2 kW amplifier
LDG AT-1000proII tuner
Xiegu X5105 portable QRP rig
Icom IC-7000 in the Jeep
Icom IC-7100 in the truck
To this day, Doug mostly operates FT8, and
has amassed well over a thousand QSL cards.
Well done, Doug!
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Amateurs in Action
Recounts of ham radio operators who have used their time and
skills to help others in a time of need

Hurricane hero
28 September 2022, near the end
of the official hurricane season,
just one more major storm had to
roll in, and it was a big one. After
ravaging Puerto Rico, then Cuba,
Hurricane Ian made landfall on the
west Florida coast from the Gulf of
Mexico as a Category 4 storm.
That morning, Dale Klonin
KC3TAU, Baltimore Airport firefighter, was monitoring the Florida
Emergency Net and the net from
Dale Klonin KC3TAU at his home station
the National Hurricane Center. He
and his wife then left for a tune-up
appointment and met Aly, the service advisor. Aly mentioned her sister Kelsey, who was texting that her boyfriend’s truck was submerged and that the flood waters were about to breach
their second-story Sanibel Island apartment. Dale told Aly that he’s an amateur radio operator,
and might be able to help, so Aly gave him the info he needed to pass on.
As Dale hurried home, Aly texted him updates and photos. By the way, Aly said, there’s eight
other people there, and a dog. Aly gave Dale the coordinates of his sister’s apartment. At
home, Dale immediately tuned into one of the emergency nets and threw out his call sign. After Net Control acknowledges Dale, I have someone here in Maryland, and they’re receiving
messages from their loved ones on Sanibel Island.
The island is destroyed, their house is battered…
Dale continued, ...and it’s flooding. They may need
possible rescue.
Dale continued to exchange information with Net
Control, and the conversation went to email. Before
I was even done talking on the radio, the authorities
knew exactly where they were. Then, Dale got the
news from Aly. They’re ok, The authorities are texting with them, and they’re going to be alright.
You know, ham radio operators do so much behind
the scenes, and they never get any credit. They do
this out of the kindness of their hearts. Aly said, I
didn’t ask him to do any of that; he offered. And he
was in direct contact with me all night on Wednesday.

Tracking the hurricane
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Dale and his wife live in Hampstead, Maryland, and
Dale got his license in November 2021. You can
read more about Dale’s story on Vigour Times and
on FoxNews.

New Hams and
Upgrades
New hams
AI7OQ = Peter Brown

KK7IVI = Dallin Harmon

KK7IKK = Roxanna Maurer

KK7IVN = Andie Haynes

KK7IKQ = Phillip Tindall

KK7IWT = Kris Swenson

KK7IKX = Jacob Ahlstrom

KK7IXM = Christopher Hoskins

KK7ILH = Curtis Burgess

KK7IYG = Tedd Kuniyuki

KK7INB = Holly Bischoff

KK7IYK = Philip Whitehead

KK7INN = Ryan Allred

KK7JEX = Kent Johnson

KK7IOK = Carson Birch

KK7JFO = Steven Clement

KK7JLL = Aaron Lunt

KK7JFP = Jared Robinson

KK7IPY = Jim Barney

KK7JFX = Wesley Jones

KK7IQA = Mark Lindsay

KK7JFY = Chuck Wilkinson

KK7IRM = Harold Jepsen

KK7JFZ = Craig Lasson

KK7ITP = Doug Hales

KK7JGA = Todd Christensen

KK7IUC = Jenebie Wong

KK7JHE = David Kaylor

KK7IUS = Elizabeth Feil
KK7IUV = Annelisa Hales
KK7IVF = Kevin Nicol

Upgraded hams
KJ7ZLC = Richard Hare (General)
W7SBH = Steven Humes (General)
K7NJY = Joy Leavitt (General)
K7UAM = Kathi Anderson (General)
KK7BQF = Brian Leavitt (Extra)

Congratulations to all these diligent folks! We look forward to hearing you
on the radio soon.
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Events
Upcoming happenings

2022 Annual Christmas Potluck
Set aside the night of Thursday December 8th starting 6:30 pm, for the biggest potluck of the
year, at the Orem Senior Friendship Center, 93 N 400 E. We've posted a sign-up sheet. Santa
said he's planning to be there to sample our goodies, so bring your little ones, to get photographed with Jolly ol' St. Nick himself. Seconds for those who get their photo taken on his lap.
We'll also have tables set up in back for you to show off your latest projects.

Ham Radio University
UVARC’s monthly Ham Radio University has been going for a year now, and it’s been a fun successful ride, with participation from many new hams, and taught by you, the experienced
elmers! Each month, typically the third Saturday, we have four classrooms of three lessons
each, starting at 9 am, 10 am, and 11 am, for a total of twelve lessons of various topics. Enrolling in HRU is free-of-charge, and no registration is required; just show up.
The classes are held at the BYU Law School building. We’re hoping to continue holding them
monthly, but it might depend on BYU’s updated policy of limiting non-BYU organizations to
schedule activities on campus. We’ll try and keep you updated on the latest.

76ers Santa Net
The 76ers Santa Net tradition continues! The revered and long-anticipated net will take place
on Friday December 23 and Saturday December 24, at 6:00 pm on the 146.760 MHz repeater.
Open to anybody, young or small, who wants to talk with Santa, but there must be at least one
person at your station who is licensed. To participate, simply bring your little ones to the radio, have them announce your call sign into the microphone when Santa asks for them, and
when Santa calls for them, they can talk away at will. When they’re done, they can say Thanks,
give your call sign, and turn it back to Santa. No need for you to say anything, or intervene in
any way, unless they’re too young to do or say some of that.

Winter Field Day 2023
The Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club is planning to participate in Winter Field Day 2023 at the
Lindon Marina, and all are invited. We plan to set up our stations as early as Friday January 27,
but we’ll actually be on the air, calling CQ Field Day! from noon Saturday January 28 through
noon Sunday.
We'll need help setting up antennas, radios, and other parts of our three stations starting early
Saturday morning. Afterwards, we'll need help taking it all down Sunday right at noon too.
Please bring gloves. The club will provide dinner in the form of pizza and soft drinks between
5 pm and 6 pm Saturday January 28 inside or next to one of the RVs. All hams and their families are welcome to join the fun! This might be your opportunity to get on the air and make
your first HF contact, even if you have no license. This is the link to the location. And this is
the link to our Winter Field Day information page.
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Inductors and capacitors
The three most fundamental passive electronic
components are resistors, inductors, and capacitors. This basic discussion focuses on the
inductor and capacitor, and explains the
functions and purposes of these important
devices and how they’re used in circuits. The
hope is to give you a high-level understanding
of it without drowning you in excessive detail.
One property shared by resistors, inductors, and capacitors is their ability to oppose current
flow in a circuit. This flow opposition is not a decrease in current speed, but a decrease in
current volume, meaning number of charges being allowed to pass through it per second. A
resistor opposes the flow of electrical current proportional to the voltage across it. With resistors, the opposition to current flow occurs because of resistance, but with inductors and capacitors, the opposition to current flow occurs due to reactance, which depends on the frequency of the current. In short,
•

an inductor increases its opposition to current flow as the current’s frequency increases

•

a capacitor decreases its opposition to current flow as the current’s frequency increases

•

a resistor maintains its opposition to current flow, regardless of frequency.

An interesting discussion also follows about what effect they have on circuits where they’re
used in multiples with each other or in combination with the other components. For now, let’s
explore the inductor and capacitor, saving the discussion of the resistor for another article.

Inductors
An inductor is a component that stores energy in a magInductor symbol
netic field, and is commonly made from a coil of wire
wrapped around metal or air. Technically, it’s any device
whose property of inductance is the ratio of the voltage across it to the rate of change of the
current through it. Common inductors include chokes, transformers, coils, solenoids, and
simply wires. This means any two wires, or even a single wire bent on itself, forms an inductor.

As mentioned, an inductor opposes the flow of current like a resistor does, but its opposition
to current flow is frequency-dependent; that is, the opposition increases as the frequency of
the current through it increases. This current flow opposition is known as inductive reactance,
and is defined as

XL = 2πfL (measured in ohms, symbol Ω)
in which f is the frequency in Hertz (Hz) and L is the inductance of the inductor in Henries (H).
As you can see, XL approaches zero as the frequency gets closer to zero, meaning an inductor
at 0 Hz acts like a zero-resistance wire, or short circuit. By the same token, XL becomes larger
as the frequency increases. Therefore, its opposition to current flow increases with frequency.

10
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Brass Tacks
continued

Like for resistors, the total value of inductors placed in series with each other is the sum of
their inductances, while the total value of two inductors placed in parallel with each other is
their product over their sum.

Series inductances

Parallel inductances

The everyday inductor
You might recall that a magnetic needle compass works by pointing in the direction of Earth's
magnetic field. If you send a current through a wire, it creates a magnetic field around the
wire, and the influence of the magnetic field can be shown by bringing the wire next to the
compass when you close the switch to complete the circuit with a battery, deflecting the compass needle. This is known as Oersted's Experiment.
If you coil the wire into a small loop, the strength of the magnetic field created by the same
current in the wire will increase. In fact, the magnetic field strength will be multiplied by the
number of turns in your coil. You can test this by wrapping one loop of wire around a nail,
then connecting the wire across a battery. You'll discover that the more loops of wire you have
around the nail, the more metal paper clips it can pick up.

Capacitors
A capacitor is a component that stores energy in an electric
field, and is commonly made from two plates, sheets of
Capacitor symbol
metal, or other flat conductors facing each other, separated
by insulating material we call a dielectric. Technically, it's any device whose property of capacitance is the ratio of the current through it to the rate of change of the voltage across it.
As mentioned, a capacitor opposes the flow of current like a resistor does, but its opposition
to current flow is frequency-dependent. This current flow opposition is known as capacitive
reactance, and is defined as

XC = 1/(2πfC) (measured in ohms, symbol Ω)
in which f is the frequency and C is the capacitance of the capacitor in Farads (F). As you can
see, XC becomes larger as the frequency decreases, meaning a capacitor approaching 0 Hz acts
like an infinite-resistance wire, or open circuit; by the same token, XC becomes smaller as the
frequency is increased. Therefore, its opposition to current flow decreases with frequency.
Unlike for resistors and inductors, the total value of capacitors placed in parallel with each other is the sum of their capacitances, while the total value of two capacitors placed in series with
each other is their product over their sum.

Parallel capacitances
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Series capacitances

Brass Tacks
continued

The everyday capacitor
As you shuffle your feet while walking across the carpet on a dry day, the friction in your
shoes will collect a lot of static charge. Before you touch anything to discharge that static, your
body will hold that charge like an electric storage tank, making you into a living capacitor. For
a more radio-related example, examine an ordinary dipole antenna, which is often little more
than two wires with no direct electrical connection to each other. The energy radiated from
one element of the dipole is returned to the other element by capacitance.
While capacitance is absolutely necessary for amateur radio antennas to work, there are times
when capacitance is less-than-helpful. Any two electrically conductive objects can act as the
two terminals of a capacitor, using whatever is in between them as a dielectric. This is true
when you mount your antenna close to your metal shed, metal siding, stucco, the ground
(dirt), or your kids' swing set. Due to the capacitive coupling your antenna will have with these
objects, part of your hard-earned RF (radio frequency) signal will be absorbed by them.

Inductors and capacitors as filters
The frequency-related opposition to current flow as discussed is not truly resistance in the
purest sense of the word, so we call it attenuation, or signal strength reduction. Because inductors and capacitors can attenuate electrical signals depending on the signal frequency,
they can be used to filter out unwanted signals, such as static, noise, interference, and even
legitimate signals that might be too close to your own working frequency.
An inductor exhibits greater attenuation with increasing frequency, as shown by the following
frequency response graph, that of a low-pass filter, which allows signals of lower-frequency to
pass through:

An electronic filter cannot completely filter out all signals past a specific frequency, as though
it was a switch. So, it’s agreed that most practical filtering will result in reducing the input by a
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Brass Tacks
continued

half, or –3 dB. Signals of frequencies higher than that point are considered sufficiently attenuated for most practical purposes. For an inductor, that frequency point is calculated as

in which R is the series resistance and L is the inductance. fC is known as the cutoff frequency
or corner frequency or center frequency (fortunately in English, all these words start with “c”
which simplifies the notation), the point at which the output power is half the input power.
A capacitor exhibits lesser attenuation with increasing frequency, as shown by the following
frequency response graph, that of a high-pass filter, which allows signals of higher-frequency
to pass through:

This cutoff frequency arises from the time constant for either an inductor or capacitor. For a
capacitor, the cutoff frequency is defined as

in which R is the series resistance and C is the capacitance, fC again being the resulting cutoff
frequency. In this case, all signals of frequencies higher than this will be effectively attenuated.
Armed with these two filter types, one using an inductor, and the other using a capacitor, we
can construct what’s known as a band-pass filter, which allows only signals whose frequencies
are higher than the low-pass filter and lower than the high-pass filter to pass through. The advantage of such a filter is the ability to focus on a signal of a particular frequency, or small frequency range (known as a band), and reject or attenuate all surrounding signals. It’s kind of
like walking into a noisy party, but only wanting to talk with one of the guests.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Let’s say we wanted to construct a bandpass filter that attenuates all noise and other signals
outside a particular band, such as a segment within the 40-meter band, say, from 7.074 MHz
to 7.230 MHz, using the following simple (we often call it an RLC) circuit:

As you can see, if the input signal frequency is too high, the inductor will attenuate that signal,
and if it’s too low, the capacitor will, so we’re on the right track. This circuit will help us
achieve the following frequency response graph:
To accomplish this, set

Then, using a 150-ohm resistor (assuming a lowpower receiver), solve for L and C:

L = 3.3 µH and C = 150 pF
Solder these three in place, and your bandpass filter is complete, as long as you have a way to
connect the input and output wires to it. Because a “band” of frequencies is allowed to pass
through this circuit, the band has a frequency “width,” and we call that its bandwidth, calculated simply as B = fH ‒ fL, in our case, B = 7.230 MHz ‒ 7.074 MHz = 0.156 MHz = 156 kHz.
If we replace the fixed inductor with a variable inductor, or the fixed capacitor with a variable
capacitor (or both), we can use this type of filter as a crude tuning circuit, to selectively admit
the frequencies of interest. This forms the basis for an analog tuning circuit:

This allows you to create the bandpass filter as you did above, but allow for some wiggle
room, in case you need a little extra bandwidth, or need to filter out a little bit more noise.

14
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Brass Tacks
continued

Inductors and capacitors in resonance
It turns out that an inductor in parallel or series with a capacitor creates what’s known as a
resonant circuit, a passive device that also acts as a sort of very narrow-bandwidth bandpass
filter. The definition of resonance is the cancellation of the inductive reactance and capacitive
reactance in an impedance. The theory behind a resonant circuit is that its minimum impedance occurs at a particular frequency; indeed, the impedance is assumed to be 0 ohms (short
circuit) at the frequency of interest, and high impedance (open circuit) at other frequencies.
For convenience (and simplicity), let’s design a trap for a 40-meter dipole, so that it’s also resonant on 20 meters. To achieve that, let’s assume the trap inhibits all signals except those for
40 meters, (This is convenient, because it’ll allow us to modify it further later for, say, 15 meters, if we wanted to.) This means the trap acts like a wire (0-ohm short circuit) at 40 meters,
say, 7.2 MHz. Performing the math for impedance, then, yields

Z = R + jX = 0 ohms
Since the wire is short enough (65 feet) to assume that its resistance R is also 0 ohms,

0 = 0 + j0 ohms; therefore, X = 0, but
X = XL ‒ XC = 2πfL ‒ 1/(2πfC) = 0
2πfL = 1/(2πfC)
Then, solving for C, we have

C = 1/(4π2f2L)
If we create an inductor out of a length of coiled wire, and measured it on an analyzer, let’s
say it displays around 40.7 µH of inductance. The capacitor value is therefore

C = 1/[4π2(7.2 MHz)2(40.7 µH)] = 12 pF
Therefore, place a 12 pF capacitor in series with your 40.7 µH coil, and you’ve got yourself a
20-meter / 40-meter trap antenna. It’ll be the correct length for a 20-meter dipole antenna,
and then seem a lot longer to your transceiver when you attempt to transmit on 40 meters.

Finally
Another use for inductors and capacitors is coupling two or more circuits together. An isolation transformer, for example, uses inductive coupling to connect two circuits that are separated due to large voltage differences. A glass-mount antenna uses capacitive coupling to complete its transmission line connection through the vehicle window. Similar technology is employed where your conductive skin capacitively couples with the internal circuitry of your
smartphone as you touch the non-conductive keypad or other areas of the display.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:

Dear Annette:

Sometimes I hear people on the radio say
“roger, roger” and at other times “QSL.” Which
way is correct or accepted?

Would it be alright to use 100 feet of RG-8X
coax for 10 meters?

Nolan in Orem
Dear Nolan:
Either is fine...both are fine! Typically, an operator uses "roger, roger" to indicate yep,
you got it right this time after repeating a
call sign or some other single piece of needed information, or "QSL" to indicate yep, it's
all correct, meaning the full exchange of information is correct and acknowledged. Yet,
it’s still acceptable to use one or the other in
either situation. Then, at the end of an exchange, a contester often says both, as in
roger, roger, QSL, which indicates not only
did he correctly copy the last piece of information, but the entire exchange.

Dear Kurt:
Yes,100 feet of RG-8X coax on 10 meters will
cost you about 1.9 dB, or about 36% of your
signal. So, with a 100-watt signal from your
transceiver, about 64 watts of it will reach
your antenna, which should work well. If you
were to use LMR-400 instead, that same signal reaching your antenna goes up to 85
watts. The bottom line is that the difference
between 64 watts and 85 watts is almost
completely unnoticeable to your listener,
about a fifth of a graduation on his S meter.

Dear Annette:
If you can give one piece of advice for putting
up a tower, what would that be?

Dear Annette:
As Hurricane Ian started to brush the western
shores of Florida, I was listening to an SSB net
that helps people practice message-handling
for emergencies. During the net, the net control station asked everybody to “hold all traffic going into Florida for a few days, until the
hurricane passes.” Help me understand this
logic. I mean, what’s the purpose of practicing message-handling, if not during an actual
emergency?

Mike in Ogden
Dear Mike:
As my favorite NOAA friend puts it, When the
emergency is upon us, the time for practice
has passed. Passing traffic is a terrific skill,
but if practicing it in a training exercise potentially jeopardizes the lives of those being
helped, it might be best to move the practice
to another day or frequency.
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Calley in Pleasant Grove
Dear Calley:
One? Shoot...I’ll give you four. 1) Obtain a
permit, 2) get the tower signed off by a PE
(Professional Engineer), 3) don’t mount it
next to your house, and 4) ground it well.
The permit and the PE will likely cost you
more than the tower itself, but if the tower
should ever fall over, your insurance is more
likely to cover the damage to your neighbor’s
house with those two in place. If you mount it
next to your house, the occasionally howling
wind will drive your family crazy. As for
grounding, follow everything mentioned for
tower grounding in Grounding and Bonding
for the Radio Amateur by Ward Silver.
Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to
uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your
town name. Sorry, no guarantees.

The Amateur in You, Part 1
What have you been pondering?

Get a good antenna for your HT
Now that you’ve purchased an HT (handheld
transceiver), equipment-wise you’re almost
ready to meet the ham radio world head-on.
There are still several improvements you can
get for your station, but perhaps the most
important is a good antenna.
Your HT arrived with a short stock antenna
we sometimes call a rubber duck. Its purpose
is more for testing your radio, rather than for
serious use. A good location can help a lot,
but a good antenna can help improve your
signal at a given location even more. Here are
several antenna options that can help:

Traditional whip
A whip antenna is one that’s attached to your
HT, but is more adapted to serious radio operation rather than simply testing. The Signal
Stick antenna is a superior variation of a traditional whip, that’s lighter, more flexible,
and performs better than other whips. Simply
replace your rubber duck with one of these,
and you’ll notice the improvement right away.

Telescopic whip
Some HT whip antennas are telescopic, in
that they’re made from several sections of
metal sliding tubes. A telescopic whip antenna tends to be a little more rigid than a traditional whip, but can be stored compactly in
its retracted position and can out-perform a
traditional whip because it’s typically longer.

J-pole
A J-pole antenna is one that contains both a
radiator and a counterpoise, typically oriented in parallel with each other. The three most
popular J-pole types are the copper cactus Jpole, the open-stub “Pockrus” J-pole, and the
roll-up J-pole. An advantage of a J-pole over
other antennas is that they’re typically a halfwave long, making the most of your signal.
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Connect your HT to one by means of a length
of coax (coaxial cable) and maybe even a pigtail adapter. Then, stand the antenna up
against a window or sliding glass door, or
even mount it on your roof.

Mobile whip
You can purchase an antenna made for a vehicle, and mount it on your vehicle or on an
old cookie sheet in your home, and connect it
to your HT by coax, to get your signal out far.

Ground plane
Often the first antennas that hams make on
their own is a ground plane, which consists of
a vertical radiating element and one or more
radials. It connects to your HT by coax, performs very well, and is inexpensive.

Collinear vertical
A very popular and high-performing omnidirectional antenna you can connect to your HT
is a collinear vertical, so-called because it’s
actually two or more vertical antennas
stacked vertically on top of each other. Connect your HT by coax to one of these mounted on your roof to send your signal far away.

Yagi beam
A Yagi beam is a high-performing, directional
antenna that’s typically mounted on a tower
or far above your rooftop. You can easily purchase one or make one of your own, that you
can hold in your hand for portable work,
while it’s connected by coax to your HT.

Tactical antenna
Arriving a little late on the scene, but gaining
popularity, is the tactical antenna, which is
made from tape measure metal strips and
which you can attach to your HT like you
would a whip.

The Amateur in You, Part 2
What have you been pondering?

Setting up and operating FT8 on a Yaesu FT-991A

Many hams have asked how to set up and
operate FT8, and there are numerous videos,
web pages, and other helps on how to get
that done. Still, I felt it was worthwhile to create a written reference for the process, because enough people have asked for one that
included links, and walked the operator from
absolute start to making contacts.
But there’s a catch: this discussion should
ideally explain how to do this for any transceiver, but if I attempted that, this article
would have ended up being quite lengthy. So,
I’m going to focus on one, the Yaesu FT991A, which makes it easy because of its
built-in TNC / sound card. In fact, there are
many modern transceivers with this built-in
device, so it’s not completely unreasonable to
expect that you too might have one. I’ve written a separate article for the Icom IC-7300.
One caveat I need to state is that, although
the links I’ve provided are valid at the time of
this writing, some of them point to retail locations that could change without much notice. Hopefully, I’ve described enough detail
to help you find the parts or the information
without their links. And speaking of details,
this little guide will not explain every detail.
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Gather the pieces
You’ll need to collect a few things, to set up
your FT8 station, starting with a computer
running Windows 7 or later. In this example,
I’m using my HP ProBook laptop running 64bit Microsoft Windows 10 Pro with 12 GB of
memory. I only provide this so you’ll know
what I’m using, not because you need to duplicate my exact setup.
Next, you’ll need an amateur station made
from a Yaesu FT-991A transceiver, plus an
accompanying power supply, HF antenna, and
coaxial cable. The tuner is built into the
transceiver, so no need to get another.
Finally, you’ll need to purchase a high-quality
USB type B cable. An unshielded or otherwise
cheaply made USB cable can result in your
receiver signals mixing with harmonics, affectionately known as birdies.

The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Pair your computer with the transceiver
First, make sure your USB cable is recognized by both your computer and the FT-991A. Turn
on the FT-991A and plug the USB type B end of the cable into the rear of the FT-991A. Next,

USB type B plug
turn on your computer, and once Windows is fully USB port (socket) in the rear of
the FT-991A
up and running, plug the other end of the cable
into your computer USB port. Press <Windows-x>
on your keyboard. (While holding the Windows key, press x)

Click Device Manager. In the Device Manager window, click the little greater-than
sign (>) in front of “Ports (COM & LPT)” to
display the COM port numbers. The FT991A should appear under the Ports list as
“Silicon Labs Dual CP2105 USB to UART
Bridge” or similar, in two lines. If you see
these lines, but not in the Ports (COM &
LPT) list, you’ll need to install the Yaesu FT
-991A USB driver, which you can download
from the Silicon Labs website.
Record (write down or remember) the COM
port numbers listed after the driver name.
In my case they’re COM11 and COM12.
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Set up the transceiver
Ensure an antenna feed line (coaxial cable) is plugged into the HF/50 MHz antenna connector
on the rear of the FT-991A, and that the other end of the feed line is connected to an antenna.
On the FT-991A press the MENU button. Change each of the following settings by rotating the
MULTI knob, then tap SELECT to modify, turn the MULTI knob to scroll through the possible
settings, then tap ENTER to save the setting:
•

029 : 232C RATE = 19200

•

030 : 232C TOT = 100msec

•

031 : CAT RATE = 9600bps

•

032 : CAT TOT = 100msec

•

033 : CAT RTS = DISNABLE

•

060 : PC KEYING = OFF

•

062 : DATA MODE = OTHERS

•

064 : OTHER DISP (SSB) = 1500

•

065 : OTHER SHIFT (SSB) = 1500

•

066 : DATA LCUT FREQ = OFF

•

068 : DATA HCUT FREQ = OFF

•

072 : DATA PORT SELECT = USB

•

106 : SSB MIC SELECT = REAR

•

108 : SSB PTT SELECT = RTS

•

109 : SSB PORT SELECT = USB

•

110 : SSB TX BPF = 100-3000

•

111 : APF WIDTH = NARROW
Press MENU to exit the setup menu. Press
the F button and ensure the following filters are turned OFF:
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•

NOTCH

•

CONT

•

DNR

•

DNF

The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Set up the software
Download and install WSJT-X for Windows from the WSJT-X website onto your computer. (The
page also contains the installation files for Linux and Mac.) Here is the online manual.
Open the WSJT-X software and click File, then Settings…, then click the General tab. Enter or
select the following settings:
◊ My Call: KNØJI (your call sign)

◊ IARU Region: Region 2

◊ My Grid: DN4ØDH (your six-character grid...click here to find yours)
In the Display and Behavior groups, you can leave the settings at default, or check these for
now, then modify them later, as you become familiar with the software:
◊ Blank line between decoding periods

◊ Double-click on call sets Tx enable

◊ Tx messages to Rx frequency window

◊ Disable Tx after sending 73

◊ Show DXCC, grid, and worked-before status

◊ Calling CQ forces Call 1st
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Click the Radio tab and set the following:
•

Rig: Yaesu FT-991

•

Serial Port: (select the COM port displayed in Device Manager, COM11 in my case)

•

Baud Rate: 9600

•

Data Bits = Eight

•

Stop Bits = Two

•

Handshake = Default

•

PTT Method = RTS

•

Port: COM12

•

Mode = USB

•

Split Operation = None

Click the Audio tab and select the following:
•

Input: Microphone (2- USB Audio CODEC )

•

Output: Speakers (2- USB Audio CODEC )
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Go back to the Radio tab and click the Test CAT button. If the button turns green, you’ve set
up everything successfully. If it doesn’t, or an error message is displayed, try going back and
ensuring the settings are as you see listed here. Click the Test PTT button, and the transceiver
will go into a test transmit. Click OK to save your settings and exit the Settings window.

On your computer, open the Control Panel, click Sound, then click the Recording tab. Click
the microphone associated with the 2- USB Audio CODEC, then click Properties. Click the Levels tab and ensure the slider is between 40 and 70, then click OK to exit.
Open your browser and download and install NetTime to ensure that your computer time is
synchronized with internet time, important to the software.

Making contacts
Open WSJT-X and connect with your transceiver. Click the Mode tab and select FT8. On your FT
-991A, select one of the following:
3.573 MHz (80 meters)

21.074 MHz (15 meters)

7.074 MHz (40 meters)

28.074 MHz (10 meters)

10.136 MHz (30 meters)

50.313 MHz (6 meters)

14.074 MHz (20 meters)

144.174 MHz (2 meters)

Once the WSJT-X window is up, it’ll display a graphical waterfall window and a dialog window.
The dialog window is split into the left (“Band Activity”) box and the right (“Rx Frequency”) box.
The left box displays everything that FT8 picks up (“decodes”), while the right box shows those
near your target frequency and those that include your call sign.
By the way, although the graphic waterfall window is fun and informative, it’s not necessary to
the initial setup of FT8, and so is not covered here, but is useful for knowing where to start
transmitting. Also, there are many useful and shortcut settings (colors, logging, frequencies,
etc.) in WSJT-X that I haven’t covered here.

WSJT-X showing several stations throwing out CQs
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

When you see somebody calling CQ in the left box, double-click on that CQ line. The software
will make repeated attempts (displayed in the right box) to answer the CQ via your transceiver
by populating the list of standard messages, then sending the standard messages in the order listed. Upon receiving the “73” message from the other station, the software will stop making the contact attempts, send its own “73” message, and you’ve just completed a contact:

I double-clicked the CQ by VA2WBT in the left box; my attempt appears in the right box

VA2WBT finally acknowledged my reply to his CQ!

After exchanging signal reports, we send 73 to each other, and the QSO is over
When you want to change bands, simply press the BAND button, then select the new band.
The software will automatically switch to the new band. When you’re ready to quit FT8, click
the Stop button on the WSJT-X dialogue window. To restart FT8, simply click the Mode tab in
the software, then FT8. Remember to turn on the transceiver before starting WSJT-X.
Another fun and useful app you can install as an add-on to WSJT-X is JT Alert. It’s quite useful,
presents many logging options, and can audibly alert you to a potential contact. You can set
the software to alert you to a CQ from countries, prefixes, continents, grids, states, and even
call signs with which you might have been wanting to make a contact.
A big thanks to Shawn Hatfield KJ7SNE and Dave Becar KI6OSS for their help on this project!
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh
your memory

Lessons learned in the desert
I spent much of this past weekend (15 October 2022) doing public service for the
Pony Express 50 and 100 Trail Endurance
Run. Here's a report of some of the lessons I had learned.
Getting there I tried to take the recommended route to Black Rock Pony Express
Station. It looked like it would bypass the
route where all the runners were, and take
me directly to my destination, but some of
it seemed to go through the military base
at Dugway Proving Ground. So, I took back
roads that connected with the Pony Express trail the runners were on, but progress was slow as I tried to get around
everyone without kicking up too much
dust. If I do this again, I'll take the long way
serve the Starlink RV for the whole event, bearound to avoid driving through the runners.
cause an unmodified Starlink RV draws someHam radio signal We used the Vernon VHF thing like 100 W to run its tracking motors. I
repeater for this event. I could already hear streamed music the whole time to help me
and be heard from my truck-mounted anten- notice if it ever failed. My alternate plan was to
na, but the signal was scratchy. I decided to switch to another battery, then turn it on and
put up a short mast on my trailer hitch and my off, only as needed. I was delighted to see it
Comet GP-6 antenna. This cleaned up the sig- had more than enough capacity, powering the
nal beautifully. It worked so well that I was Starlink for the full 12 hours that it needed.
able to keep my transmit power to the miniBaofeng radios Two other less-experienced
mum, preserving battery life for the long
ham operators spent time at my station before
event. I powered the mobile radio with a dedithey moved on to their own assignments at
cated 20 Ah battery, which was more than
Fish Springs They had some Baofeng handheld
enough for this event. There was very little
radios that weren't working. I noticed they didactual radio traffic.
n't have the correct transmit offset or tone.
Starlink A big key to the success of my station After getting those parameters fixed, the radiwas having the Internet to send and receive os still weren't getting through the Vernon rerunner tracking data via an app so I didn't peater. With a pigtail adapter, I connected
have to say it all over the air. Miles from civili- their radios to my big antenna and they
zation, nobody could get a signal on their cell- worked fine. With that knowledge, they went
phones on any carrier. I brought my Starlink to Fish Springs and got an antenna up higher
RV, whose WiFi was fast and reliable for all 11 and had success. I showed them how they
devices that I shared it with.
could transmit "on reverse" if they needed, so I
Starlink battery I was curious whether my might at least hear them from my station, if
large 100 Ah battery had enough capacity to they couldn't get through the repeater.
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Hot Tips
Continued

Packed light Although it didn't look like it
from all the gear in my truck, I left a lot at
home. I didn't bring a canopy, all my guy lines
and antenna mast sections, and I didn't even
bring my go-box. My plan was to bring just
enough mast sections to get some height with
the big antenna, and spend most of my time
using the radio in the truck. I set up a table
and chairs beside the truck so I could hear any
radio traffic through the window. I also
brought a pair of FRS radios so someone hearing radio traffic could let me know about it in
case I had wandered too far away.

Chem lights I brought chem lights and shared
them when it got dark. They were helpful to
mark the finish line and the location of the
turn-around point for the 50-milers.

Tire deflation When I reached the washboard
dirt roads, I stopped and let half the air out of
my tires. With four-wheel drive and softened
tires, I was able to move a fast 55 mph over
the rocks and bumps, and it felt remarkably
smooth. I re-inflated the tires after returning
to the pavement. I used a welder's 10-lb CO2
tank to inflate them, which was fast compared
with using any kind of pump. The Jeep GladiaCamping toilet I didn't know if there would be tor was well-suited to this event.
a porta potty there so I brought my own camp
Battery vs. generator I've avoided getting a
toilet, just in case. At first, there was a set of
generator because I prefer the silence of batporta potties there, but they were removed
teries. Now that I know 100 Ah was more than
before the event was over! Many were grateful
enough capacity for even these longer events,
that I brought mine.
I feel like that was enough power for me.
Chromebook I brought my Chromebook withVibrations unscrewing nuts One thing I've
out any real plans to use it. Eventually I put it
learned is that vibrations are great at unscrewto work as a runner lookup station. Its larger
ing things. I lost a screw from my mobile radio
screen was much easier for viewing the colmount from vibrations. I also lost two nuts
umns of data than viewing it on my phone.
from my antenna's radial elements just from
Food I didn't bring more than travel snacks the vibrations in the cargo bed. I'll be looking
because the staff provided so much food al- for ways to mitigate that going forward.
ready. They cooked regular and mushroom
Bib overall There was no snow this year, but I
burgers, brats, made chimichurri sauce, and
got cold. The Carhartt Biberall and jacket comeven a delicious pot of chicken noodle soup.
bination kept me comfortable when the temLong hours My waking hours were 5:00 am peratures dropped.
Friday to when I finally went home to bed at
You can see a video of my trip right here.
5:30 am Saturday. The event alone went 12
Roger Brown AG7YV
hours from 1:30 pm to 1:30 am. That was too
much for me. I was dangerously
fatigued and shouldn’t have tried
to drive home, which took around
4 hours. I should've followed my
first plan to stay the night.
People I brought a friend with
me. I met hams Kyle and Curtis,
plus Ryan Simpkins N2OW, who
was there to support his wife
Heather KI7ERW, in the race.
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

1:1 current balun
Many hams are interested in building a variety of dipole antennas, including trap dipole, multiband parallel or cat whisker dipole, even ordinary dipoles, partly because they’re easy to construct for a 50-ohm feed line. But their DIY ease often comes at the price of common-mode
current, which travels on the outside of the coax (coaxial cable) shield, where RF current
doesn’t belong.
This undesirable electrical phenomenon can result in feed line radiation (your dipole coax
should not normally radiate), RF in the shack, distorted transmission patterns, and excessive
noise during reception. Yes, your coax shield can act like a receiving antenna for noise, especially that originating within your home.
Common-mode current originates from either conducted current (result of the wave step function as the current reaches the antenna ends) or the induced current (result of the antenna
radiating onto the coax, or both. You can see a laboratory demonstration of the effects of
common-mode current on the feed line and even the power cable in this short video.
One way to mitigate or just minimize the effects of common-mode current is by the use of a
1:1 current balun, often synonymous with an RF isolator, which is not difficult to build, and
will have very little effect on your SWR. The key to an effective balun lies in the type of material used in the transformer core for the frequency range of choice. Since this balun will target
most HF bands at 100 watts, an optimal choice is the Fair-Rite FT240-31 toroidal core. Some
parts of this design were taken from HFKits and some from Tom Rauch W8JI.

Parts list
One toroidal FT240-31 ferrite core

One SO-239 bulkhead connector

One 4.7˝ x 3.2˝ x 2.6˝ enclosure

72 inches of 22 AWG zip wire

Two 14 AWG #8 stud ring terminals

One 1-½˝ x 3/16˝ eye bolt

One 14 AWG #4 stud ring terminal

4 each M3 screws, split washers, nuts

Two #8 screws, wing nuts, washers, split washers

One 1-3/8˝ x 2-7/8˝ fiberglass screen

FT240-31 ferrite core
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Enclosure

DIY, continued
1:1 current balun

Coil assembly
The diagram to the right shows what we’re trying
to accomplish. The purposes of this design are to
a) maximize common-mode current reduction, b)
minimize losses, while c) maintaining a 50-ohm
impedance on both ends of the balun d) for a
wide range of frequencies e) on 100 watts of
transmit power.
Secure one end of the 22 AWG wire pair to the toroid with a small zip tie. Wrap the zip wire around
one half of the toroid ten times, as shown:

Repeat this on the other half, but in an exact
mirror image of the first. This way, the red wire
is on the right with the first half, and on the left
with the second half. It’s not necessary to wind
the wires perfectly straight on every turn; close
enough will be good enough. The main thing
you’re striving for, is to wrap each wire such
that it’s about as tight on the toroid as you can
get it, with no overlap in any of the wires.
For reference, let’s call the ends of the wires at
the top of these photos the antenna end, and
the other end the transceiver end.
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DIY, continued
1:1 current balun

Strip all eight wires. Solder the two red wires of the antenna end to a #8 ring terminal, and
solder the two black wires of the same end to another #8 ring terminal. Solder the two black
wires of the transceiver end to a #4 ring terminal and solder the two red wires of the same
end twisted together. Set the coil aside for now.

Enclosure assembly
Drill eleven to fourteen ¼˝ holes in the back of the enclosure, for ventilation. Cover the holes
by super-gluing the fiberglass screen over them on the inside, to prevent insects and debris
from entering the enclosure.

Drill a ½˝ hole in the enclosure at one end I’ll call the
balun bottom. Place the solder cup end of the SO239 bulkhead into the ½˝ hole on the outside of the
enclosure, and using the four mounting holes of the
bulkhead as a template, drill a 1/8˝ hole for each
mounting hole. Assemble the bulkhead onto the enclosure using the M3-0.5 mm hardware.
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DIY, continued
1:1 current balun

Drill a 3/16˝ hole in the balun top, about 1-¼˝ from the
back of the enclosure. Install a flat washer onto a 3/16˝
eyebolt, and slip the eyebolt assembly through the hole.
Secure the eyebolt with a split washer and another nut.
This eyebolt can be used to hang the balun and relieve
some of the strain on the wire elements due to the
weight of the balun and the coax.
Drill two 3/16˝ holes on opposite sides of the enclosure
about an inch below the balun top (the end opposite
that of the bulkhead connector). For each side, install a
#8 machine screw through one of the #8 ring terminals
of the coil antenna end, screw on a nut, then a flat washer, then insert the screw assembly through the 3/16˝
hole from the inside. Install another flat washer, nut,
and wing nut onto the same machine screw on the outside of the enclosure.

Severed PL-259 connector used as
a heat sink
Plug a PL-259 connector into the SO239 bulkhead, for a heat sink. If you
don’t plug in a connector, soldering
the cup in the rear of the bulkhead can
get hot enough to melt the dielectric,
especially if you’re using a low-wattage
(under 60 watts) soldering iron. At the
transceiver end of the wired toroid, lay
the coil comfortably into the enclosure
and solder the two red wires to the
center soldering cup of the bulkhead.
Bolt the #4 ring terminal of the two
black wires to one of the M3-0.5
screws of the bulkhead.
Secure the coil to the inside of the enclosure, if you feel it’s necessary.
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DIY, continued
1:1 current balun

Install the enclosure cover, and the balun construction is complete.

How to use it
Replace your dipole center insulator with this balun,
to prevent common-mode current from taking over
your station and turning your QSOs into an unpleasant experience. It should be able to handle up to 150
PEP watts of transmit power, from 80 meters through
10 meters.
To use it with your dipole, slip an antenna element
wire through a crimp sleeve, through the enclosure
external mounting hole, then back through the crimp
sleeve. Solder a #8 ring terminal to the wire end, and
secure the ring terminal to the #8 machine screw by
the wing nut on the side of the balun. Ensure the
crimp sleeve allows for enough wire room to keep
strain off the ring terminal, then crimp the sleeve.
Repeat all this on the other side.
You can place this balun outside, even in the rain. Be sure to wrap your coax connector with
silicone seal, to keep moisture from entering your coax at that junction. To make it completely
waterproof, you should cover the SO-239 bulkhead inside the box with hot glue or similar.

Summary
The 1:1 current balun is a passive choke that helps prevent common-mode current from causing your coax to radiate and making your coax shield into an antenna. It’s fairly easy to build,
yields great benefits, and won’t appreciably increase your SWR. If you’re using a dipole-type
antenna, you can make plenty of contacts without this device, but if you’re experiencing a lot
of consistent noise from your antenna, the 1:1 current balun might just be in your future.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Living in the Past
Historical perspective

Samuel Morse
Most of us know him as the person after whom "the code"
was named, but his history is more multi-dimensional than
many realize. Samuel Morse loved art so much that, contrary
to his parents' wishes, he became not only a painter, but an
art professor at New York University. In fact, he painted some
of the most famous portraits of the early American era.
In 1832, while sailing home from Europe, he became intrigued by discussions with a fellow passenger who had been
following the electromagnetic work of Michael Faraday. Samuel was so captivated by the concept, that when he arrived
home, he set aside the working of his current painting to
learn more about this phenomenon. He began to think of
ways to use such an electrical solution for communication,
unaware that others had already devised competing ideas.
Samuel was not the first to invent the telegraph, but credit for
its invention was awarded to him because his was the first
made from a single-wire circuit, making it more efficient and
less expensive. Morse's telegraph was one of the first put to widespread commercial use.
Alfred Vail, one of two partners who joined Samuel in his project development, devised the series of dots and dashes that encoded each character sent. Although the actual dot-dash combinations that represent individual characters have changed since the first days, Morse code remains the primary language of telegraphy worldwide.
In 1838, Samuel sought for government funding of his telegraph projects, which was at first
rejected. Later, a Maine congressman provided Samuel Morse the
financial backing he needed, to pursue the research, possibly the
first recorded instance of government aid to a private researcher.
Samuel and his partners first demonstrated the telegraph in private
on 06 January 1838 in Morristown, New Jersey, then again five days
later in public at the same location, sending the phrase, A PATIENT
WAITER IS NO LOSER. Later, in May 1844, after he built the first telegraph line, Samuel sent the first telegram, which read, WHAT HATH
GOD WROUGHT from the Supreme Court chamber to the B&O Station
in Baltimore.

Telegraph patent
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In 1853, Samuel Morse invented the telegraph repeater, which
solved the problem of telegraphing at long distances in spite of
wired signal degradation, and applied for a patent. But after a
lengthy investigation, the US Supreme Court decided that, while
Samuel's apparatus was patent-able, the signals were not. This ruling set the precedence for future US patent laws governing the eligibility of today’s computer-related patents.
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Side of Bacon
A little ham humor
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For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at
the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N
State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly, we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order
meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / calendar / new hams
7:00 pm : Discussion / presentation
7:45 pm : Door prizes
7:55 pm : Dismiss and disassemble
8:00 pm : Club QSY to a local eatery

Something you’d like to see at the meetings?
Thanks to Heath Stevenson for making our
monthly meetings possible!

Test your knowledge

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
(thanks, Joe!)
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
Ham radio equipment
Ham Radio Nets
Radio programming

76ers Group and UVARC Group pages
Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule
Send your input to uvarcshack@gmail.com
General and Extra review (answers next page)

G6AØ8 : What is an advantage of using a ferrite core toroidal inductor?
A. Large values of inductance may be obtained
B. The magnetic properties of the core may be optimized for a specific range of frequencies
C. Most of the magnetic field is contained in the core
D. All these choices are correct

E6D13 : What is the primary cause of inductor self-resonance?
A.
B.
C.
D.
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Inter-turn capacitance
The skin effect
Inductive kickback
Non-linear core hysteresis
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building

On YouTube Live, and Facebook Live
December 8* January 5
February 2
March 2
April 6
May 4

Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions
Sat 17 Dec, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed 18 Jan, 7:00 to 8:00 pm
Sat 21 Jan, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed 15 Feb, 7:00 to 8:00 pm
Sat 18 Feb, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Email uvhamtest@gmail.com for info

Provo One-day Technician Courses*
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am
BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor
* September through April

2023 Orem Ham Radio Courses
Sign up at psclass.orem.org
Technician : Tue Jan 17, 24, 31, Feb 7
General : Mar 21, 28, Apr 4, 11
Extra: Jul 11, 18, 25, Aug 1, 8
Technician : Sep 19, 26, Oct 3, 10

Upcoming Contests

June 1
†

July 13

Ham Radio Fair, Lindon Community Center

* At the Orem Friendship Center

Regular Nets
UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7 pm, 146.780
DMR Utah Net, Wed 6 pm, TG 3149, CC 1
Utah 76’ers, Wed 7 pm, 146.760
UVARC HF Net, Wed 9 pm, 28.345 / 7.220
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7 pm, 146.780
CERT Ham Net, 2nd, 4th Thu 8:pm, 146.780
UVARC 2-meter SSB Net, Thu 9 pm, 144.234
Utah County 6-meter Net, Fri 8 pm, 50.140
Family History Net, Sat 8 pm, 146.780
UVARC Family Net, Sun 3:30 pm, 146.780
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets
North American QSO Party (NAQP)

RAC Winter Contest

11 am to 11 pm Sat Jan 21

5 pm Fri Dec 16 to 5 pm Sat Dec 17

Winter Field Day

ARRL Kids Day

Noon Sat Jan 28 to noon Sun Jan 29

11 am to 5 pm Sat Jan 7

See a larger list at contestcalendar.com

Answers to Test your knowledge
G6AØ8 : D ( All these choices are correct )
E6D13 : A ( Inter-turn capacitance ) [ Resonance is made from both inductance and
capacitance]
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Across the Pond
That is, the Utah Lake ‘pond’

Eagle Mountain ham radio activities
This is a list of amateur radio activities that are organized near Eagle Mountain, primarily by
Dave Becar KI6OSS. Unless otherwise noted, all these activities will be held at the Eagle Mountain City Hall, 1650 Stagecoach Run. Please contact Dave at dbecar@charter.net to register for
any of the classes or exams, for any additional information, or with questions in general.

2023 Exams and Hands-on Classes

Will be forthcoming

Attention: Lindon Bishops’ Storehouse ERC Net
Up to now, the Lindon Bishops’ Storehouse ERC (Emergency Response Communications) of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has been holding their weekly VHF Net (“ERC Net”)
on the 147.020+ MHz (100.0 Hz tone) repeater each Tuesday night at 8:00 pm.
Not exclusively related to Eagle Mountain, the ERC Net is undergoing a change that will affect
many Utah County participants. Due to repeater land access issues, the Lindon ERC will be
holding their Tuesday night VHF nets at the same time, but on four linked repeaters instead of
the one. These repeaters are relocated so that different parts of Utah County can reach the
ERC Net with little difficulty. Here are the four new frequencies and their locations:
147.020+ MHz (103.5 Hz tone) = Redwood Road near the NSA building
446.750– MHz (100.0 Hz tone) = Saratoga Springs
448.875– MHz (100.0 Hz tone) = East Lehi
447.300– MHz (100.0 Hz tone) = Woodland Hills
Because these repeaters are linked, there will be a slight delay between signal drops, so when
operating one of them, press your PTT, then wait at least a second before speaking. You can
hear both the announcement and a usage training discussion here. This change is scheduled
to take effect by the beginning of October 2022, and is sponsored by the Lehi Amateur Radio
Club (not a conventional club.) If you’d like to contribute to their repeater work, send donations by PayPal through lehiarc@gmail.com

Ham Radio Nets
Eagle Mountain ECT Net
Sundays, 9 pm 145.230– MHz (131.8 Hz)
Eagle Mountain Chimney Rock Stake
Sundays 8:30 pm 446.500 (s)
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Eagle Mountain Central Stake
Saturday 8 pm 145.650 (s)

Vendors
For your convenience

Pockrus Joystick J-pole
$30, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
$40, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email omgantennas@gmail.com to order)
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
Super-Elastic Signal Stick
$20, vertical quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)
Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC
Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50
by Trevor Holyoak, AG7GX (email android@holyoak.com)

Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL Audio News, etc.) or download for later listening
For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase)
Club Logo and Call Sign Embroidering
Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503)
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
Portable Aluminum J-pole
$60, sectioned, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
by Stan, KJ7BDV and Kent, N7EKF (email skantenna@yahoo.com for info or call 801-372-7260)
Complete antenna breaks down into a compact 2˝ x 6˝ x 12˝ package weighing only 3 lbs,
perfect for backpacking and portable work where you really need a good 2-meter antenna
HamBadgers
Amateur radio name badges and other products
$10, official UVARC ham radio name badge with the club logo
Visit Ham Badgers and select Ham Radio Clubs > Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Email Eric Palmatier at hambadgers@gmail.com or call 919-249-8704
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
PO Box 1288
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-38-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
145.250-, 100.0 448.225-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

See all our newsletters on
uvarc.club

We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio enthusiasts in Utah County and surrounding areas a way
to gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are
to provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in
their new-found adventures, and to give more experienced
hams a reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom
in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate
and work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not
subsidiary to them, to ARRL, ARES, or any other organization,
although many of our members and leaders might also belong
to the same.
This newsletter is copyrighted and published by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone
and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join, then
sign up at www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ to stay informed.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities .................. Michele Costello
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Mikkelsen, K7GUM

Jeff McGrath, N1SC
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY
Loren Chandler, WB1KE
James Brown, W7JHB
Harry English, AA1HE

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager
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As Carl likes to say, “Another happy customer”
Bob Buckner KF9BOB takes home the grand prize

